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Many Species Delimitations are Unambiguous



Eleutherodactylus ockendeni

Cryptic Species

Cryptic species complex
 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
a cryptic species complex is a group of species which 
satisfy the biological definition of species—that is, they are 
reproductively isolated from each other—but whose 
morphology is very similar (in some cases virtually 
identical).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_(biology)


How to Delimit Species?

• morphological diagnostics

• phylogenetics (monophyly)

• population genetics (isolation) 



Reciprocal Monophyly



Lineage Sorting



Species Are Genetically Isolated



Multispecies Coalescent Processes
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D = Multi-locus sequence data

S = Species tree

G = Multi-locus gene trees

⇤ = Species delimitation (partition)



Reversible-jump MCMC (rjMCMC)
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Priors on Model Parameters

tauprior = Gamma(a,b) distribution
(age of root of species tree)

✓ = 4Neµ
thetaprior = Gamma(a,b) distribution

Topology prior: 
(1) Uniform labeled history
(2) Uniform rooted trees
(3) Uniform delimitations



Prior on Species Trees:
Yule or Birth-death process (*Beast)
Dirichlet distribution conditioned on root age (BPP)

Prior on Topology:
Uniform on labelled histories (*Beast, BPP)
Uniform on trees (BPP)
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Prior on Delimitation and Topology:
Uniform on labelled histories (*Beast, BPP)
Uniform on rooted trees (BPP)
Uniform on number of delimited species



Making it work takes a little longer, Making it work 
takes a little time,…
Doug and the Slugs, 1982

Making Species Tree Inference Work:
Joint proposals that simultaneously alter all 
gene trees and the species tree.
(1) MSC|SPR move
(2) MSC|Node-slider move



MSC|SPR Move



MSC|Node-slider Move



Species Tree Inference: Rattlesnakes



Species delimitation: Adam’s Lizards
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Collins and Cruickshank (2015): 

“The species delimitation literature shows a surprising 
lack of awareness for the commonness of rarity.”  

“it is questionable whether such statistics would be 
reliable where they would be most useful—that is, for 
singletons such as S . australis  KM673—due to the 
sampling and parameter estimation problems associated 
with taxon rarity in species delimitation methods (Lim et 
al. 2012 ).” 

Can delimitation methods identify rare species?



“Not all methods and algorithms are explicit about how densely 
species have to be sampled in order for these methods to be 
successful, but some of the more commonly used software for 
coalescence analysis including “BEST,” “COAL,” or “Brownie” 
assume sampling frequencies of  5 individuals per species. 
Otherwise, an inadequate representation of intraspecific variability 
will lead to incorrect inferences. However, our survey of the 
biodiversity and taxonomic literature reveals that such sampling is 
unattainable for ca. 30% of all species, that is, the failure to account 
for rarity in coalescence analyses is likely to yield incorrect 
results for a large proportion of the species diversity.”





Species Delimitation versus DNA Barcoding

DNA barcoding typically uses 1 mtDNA locus and a  
distance threshold for assigning individuals to species

Questions: 

(1) Can delimitation methods identify rare species? 
(2) Does a universal barcoding “gap” exist? 
(3) Can delimitation methods identify cryptic species? 



(1) Identifying rare species 

10101

Avg PP of 3 species (2 loci): 0.998

Avg PP of 3 species (10 loci): 1.000



1+10 10 101+10 10 1

Simulation 1: 1 Locus 1000 bps

(2) No barcode gap for identifying all species exists 



No barcode gap for identifying all species exists 



BPP Posterior Probabilities of Delimitations

1 Locus



BPP Posterior Probabilities of Delimitations

10 Loci



(3) Identifying cryptic species 
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Identifying cryptic species 



• Introgression (possibly locus specific) 

• Efficiency (improved proposals for gene trees, 
faster likelihood calculations) 

• Parallel programming (calculate gene tree 
likelihood on different compute nodes?) 

• Recombination?

The Future of BPP


